Q3 Market Observations
Q3 Market Activity Snapshot

$8.4B
2022 Q3 Loan Originations

$2.8B
Total Active Loans as of Q3 2022

$18.7B
2022 Q3 Derivatives Notional Value* Traded

$9.6B
2022 Q3 Spot Volume Traded

*Inclusive of negotiated block- and exchange- traded futures and options
Introduction

The third quarter of 2022 saw a confluence of macroeconomic crosscurrents and crypto specific narratives, compressing volatility and elevating correlations in the digital asset space. Total crypto market capitalization finished the quarter up a meager 4.6% at $905 billion\(^1\) a far cry from its ~$3 trillion peak in November of last year but a respectable showing during a period of stagnation, as fears of further declines following the events of the summer did not materialize, in stark contrast to common perceptions of crypto’s high-beta personality.

The consolidation in cryptocurrency prices has nonetheless allowed Genesis to continue its diligent navigation of the crypto winter, with a redoubled focus on technology to drive our business, combined with enhanced tooling and risk management solutions, whilst recalibrating to a more tactical stance towards market participation across desks. Conditions remained formidable against a backdrop of cataclysmic dislocations in developed market rates and inflation, which jarred risk sentiment in most asset classes. Yet there were also unique opportunities over the quarter, including the highly anticipated Ethereum Merge, which catalyzed paradigm shifts in market structure.

Our Q3 report shares a breakdown of activities within our key business lines, as well as in-depth insight from our derivatives desk over this tumultuous, watershed period in crypto’s history.

Selected summary figures include:

→ Our lending desk originated $8.4 billion staying active through the market sell off.

→ Total active loans stood at $2.8 billion, down from $4.9 billion in Q2.

→ Our spot desk traded over $9.6 billion OTC, across 100+ assets.

→ Our derivatives desk traded $18.7 billion in notional value, down 30% from Q2.

→ Genesis Custody services saw an increase in clients onboarded, up 8% from Q2 and 280% YOY.

More Information

To learn more about Genesis, or to work together with the Genesis team, contact us at:

info@genesistrading.com
www.genesistrading.com

\(^1\) Data from TradingView
1 Genesis Q3 Results

Lending

Genesis’ lending desk originated approximately $8.4B in loans as the industry’s appetite for leverage continues to wane in the face of deteriorating macro conditions impacting nearly all risk assets. USD amount of active loans outstanding ended at $2.8B, down substantially from previous quarters. USD and equivalents constituted ~35% of our loan book which is, in parallel fashion, materially lower than the previous quarter’s portion of ~54%. However, a shift in the mix of both BTC and ETH to ~37% and ~16% of the loan book could have implications on both the type of opportunities and market participants in this phase of the cryptocurrency cycle. Interestingly, other smaller cap tokens are almost 13% of the loan book, the highest since 2020, as borrowers are keen to hedge balance sheet exposures or take opportunistic bets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Mix</th>
<th>Q2 2021</th>
<th>Q3 2021</th>
<th>Q4 2021</th>
<th>Q1 2022</th>
<th>Q2 2022</th>
<th>Q3 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>28.7%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETH</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD &amp; Equivalents</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
<td>39.9%</td>
<td>48.0%</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Genesis internal data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q4 2021</th>
<th>Q1 2022</th>
<th>Q2 2022</th>
<th>Q3 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Originations ($m)</td>
<td>$150,956</td>
<td>$195,263</td>
<td>$236,009</td>
<td>$244,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Loans ($m)</td>
<td>$12,502</td>
<td>$14,594</td>
<td>$4,919</td>
<td>$2,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC Price</td>
<td>$46,306</td>
<td>$45,539</td>
<td>$18,874</td>
<td>$19,496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Genesis internal data
Spot

The Genesis spot desk traded over $9.6 billion in OTC volume in Q3, down 44% quarter-on-quarter mostly due to the significant decrease in average spot prices while activity remained constant on a unit basis.

Despite the Merge dominating the news cycle and price action in Q3, our flows remained heavily concentrated in BTC, exceeding last quarter by accounting for 67% of our OTC flows. ETH activity accounted for 23% by comparison. Alt coin activity has steadily decreased as we continue to see a “flight to quality” in these uncertain times. As a signpost for the secular adoption and broadening of the asset class, though, our custody business saw the highest quarterly increase ever in net inflows in Solana (SOL), up 217% from Q2.

Overall, the challenging global backdrop for risk has led to beguiling trading conditions for crypto assets. As benchmark asset classes remained choppy at best, crypto markets finished the quarter in search of a new impetus to finally find more meaningful direction going into year end.

Derivatives

Trading activity on the derivatives desk slid lower by 30% quarter over quarter - notional value traded globally reached approximately $18.7 billion. This figure includes bilateral OTC, negotiated block trades and exchange-traded volumes.

In early September, Genesis printed the first ETH Macro CME options trade and will look to continue to support new products on that venue.

Across Q3, Genesis continued to rank as the #1 dealer for block liquidity on the Paradigm platform\(^2\), clearing over $7.1 billion in notional volume for the quarter.

\(^2\) Paradigm official statistics, October 2022, https://admin.chat.paradigm.co/derivatives-stats
Merging Markets

The third quarter of 2022 was, for the most part, a case of traveling a long way to go nowhere. For although Q3 saw a fierce bear-market rally in risk-assets which extended, for a brief period, to crypto, selling pressure—on spot, forward/funding rates, implied volatility, and skew—was the prevalent theme in the market as virtually everything went lower in 'sell it all' fashion.

BTC carved out a roughly $7,000 range holding the June lows of $17,700 but decisively failed at the $25,000 resistance level, ending the quarter seemingly pinned to $20,000 on the nose.

ETH, of course, was a far juicier story with a ~100% range from a low of ~$1,000 to a high of over $2,000 before retracing back to $1,300 by September 30th post-merge.

In some ways it’s remarkable that crypto didn’t fare far worse. Developed market currencies and interest rates saw some of their most brutal moves in decades with multi standard deviation shocks in treasuries and gilts as well as the pound and the yen, among others. The VIX held convincingly above 30, and the prospects of both a soft landing in G10 economic growth along with a swift end to inflationary pressures were dashed.

It’s hard to say whether the injection of serious volatility into the developed market world is simply a case of a decade’s worth of medical experimentation coming a cropper, or whether the western-driven financial order was, as many proponents of digital assets believe, simply doomed to this kind of “cryptification”: the degree of wild gyrations in benchmark asset classes has begun to look a lot more like crypto, and crypto vol has, for a change, subsided in spite of a serious macro storm.
“Good Support at Zero”

It’s often joked, when prognosticating on the future patterns of fat-tailed crypto return distributions, that the market may have a long way to go to find a bottom. And while this ‘winter’ has shown characteristic demand at key if arbitrary price points, vols closed out the quarter at a local nadir and continued to trickle lower thereafter into what seemed a bottomless pit.

In both velocity and magnitude, the post-merge vol compression in Ether was amongst the most violent drawdowns in IVs that we have experienced. The serial autocorrelated effects in options markets were in full force as implied volatility posted session after session of successive declines thereafter.

Although realized volatility sustained itself over a few noisy days past mid-September, close-to-close volatility grinded lower along with spot prices during a persistent positive spot:vol correlation regime. The explanation for that relationship was, in hindsight, obvious: the market had gorged itself on optionality, both upside and downside. Pre-merge, moreover, there was little to no skew for OTM calls priced into the ETH surface across the term structure, with a noticeable preference for left-hand tail protection. With the market effectively girded for any eventuality, ‘insurance premiums’ embedded in Ether options collapsed from September 14th to mid-day on September 16th, in a drastic fashion.
Skewed

Moreover, as is often the case in crypto, ETH skew, which had predicted a rise in vol on lower spot, turned out to be completely mis calibrated:

At the start of merge week, the October 28th expiry was priced for a nearly 15iv increase in the event of 25% drop in spot.

Yet the opposite occurred: after stalling near $1,600 throughout the September 14th session with the implosion of vol and concomitant spike in the amount of local fixed strike gamma, ETH/USD spot rolled over in the days that followed, cascading from 1600 to 1300 in quick succession. Rather than rallying meaningfully as the volatility smile\(^3\) would have suggested, IVs underperformed even the most conservative sticky-delta assumption: At-the-money vols in October crashed from ~105 to ~90 in just hours post-merge, and subsequently slid to 80% as spot fell and both protective and speculative options positions were dumped. While legacy call holders saw premiums evaporate, it was long put positions, particularly if dynamically hedged, that took heavy losses.

The noteworthy underperformance of skew is not a surprise. Bitcoin and ETH surfaces are often, particularly during sizable shocks, not a reliable indicator of actual observed volatility dynamics. From the correlation between spot and implied vol to the implicit level of vol of vol in the tails of the distribution, the vol smiles do not always predict

---

\(^3\) The tendency for implied volatility it be higher for more out of the money options.
reality. For that reason, notwithstanding the continuing maturation of these markets, Genesis expects inefficiently priced volatility to remain an alluring attraction of this industry for both market-neutral and directional players.

**ETH - 25 Delta Skew**

Heavy demand for puts over calls was not rewarded as the vol market dumped post-Merge

![ETH Skew Chart](image)

**BTC - 25 Delta Skew**

Heavy demand of puts over calls gave little joy in instances where BTC moved lower

![BTC Skew Chart](image)

**Crowd(ed) Funding**

No assessment of the quarter past would be complete without at least a brief glimpse at the extreme conditions that persisted in ETH funding markets around the merge. From trading slightly negative into the beginning of Q3, ETH rates plumbed the abyss as the merge marched closer, owing to a combination of:
1. Hedging (outright longs seeking to neutralize delta by selling perpetual futures)

2. Arb flows (buyers of ETH spot and sellers of ETH perps and/or fixed date futures to earn forked tokens for ETH held on chain at the time of the merge ‘snapshot’)

3. Delta neutral Curve trades (sellers of ETH perps to buy fixed date futures)

Perp funding rates annualized negatively to the tune of hundreds of percentage points into the last hours before the merge with perps trading more than 0.5% below spot for a brief moment.

**ETH Perpetual Futures - Funding Rate**

![Graph showing ETH Perpetual Futures Funding Rate](image)

Ultimately, the moves in the ETH futures curve were just as – if not even more - violent than those seen in the vol markets. More than a month ahead of the event, smart money began buying physical ETH and selling September and December term futures when they were still priced at a 4% annualized premium to spot. Traders were positioning to earn the soon-to-be-created ETHW token for each unit of ETH they held. This trade became crowded quickly and the ETH futures curve went from contango into steep backwardation. The ETH December futures traded at a nearly 7% annualized discount to spot a day before the event.
Once the merge was successful, the entire market raced to unwind the trade: sell to close ETH spot, buy to close September or December futures, and sell newly airdropped ETHW at market. This exorbitant pressure on spot also ETH contributed to the market selling off precipitously, leaving many ETH maximalists scratching their heads at the price action.

Interestingly, the September and December futures basis rallied sharply (moving higher ~$26 in the span of a few hours against spot) but never reverted back into contango. Since then, a more rational arbitrage-free backwardation has set in, which should be the case for an asset with an expected benchmark staking yield of 5%.

**ETH Futures - Annualized Rolling 3-month Basis**

The Macro Takedown

While Q2 was challenging for the crypto industry at large, Q3 was particularly dramatic for developed market inflation and, as a consequence, G10 fixed income and FX. 2 year rates in the US spiked wildly towards 5%, 10s crested 4%, and the dollar surged to near-parity against the British pound and multi decade highs against the yen. USD liquidity tightened substantially, yet for all the tightening of financial conditions induced by the Fed (and other global central banks), price pressures did not significantly abate.

As such, risk assets simply could not convincingly pull themselves off the mat. Rallies were short lived and the prospects of a sustained recovery in sentiment were repeatedly dashed.
The chronic macro overhang capped valiant efforts by market participants throughout the last three months to alight upon new uptrends. For instance, going into the September 9th expiry, one large player began to accumulate a significant position in short dated bitcoin calls for the following week, publicly advertising on his twitter account that a gamma squeeze was in full effect. As he hoovered more optionality, paying well through screen offers for size, BTC vols and skew ripped over the four days leading up to the September 13th CPI release, with IVs for September 16th and September 30th expiries rallying 10-15 vol points or more. Yet the buyer’s $4mm in premium paid vanished within hours as inflation far exceeded expectations; bitcoin came crashing down from 23,500 straight back to the magnetic level of 20,000 where it spent most of the rest of the quarter.

The surge in ETH that began in mid-July felt much the same, if evincing broader-based participation. On July 15th, crypto native directional players grabbed upwards of 30,000 units of 2 week ETH calls around the 90% IV level as spot bumped through 1200 with another 20,000+ units traded on Genesis’ OTC books by Saturday July 16th. Within 48 hours ETH/USD surged $200, and the Jul22/Jul29 calendar spiked some 15 points as one-week implied volatility skyrocketed and the front of the curve traded flat at nearly ~100%. Burgeoning open interest in ETH upside was perpetuated with each phase of pre-merge prep as the testnets fell into line throughout the summer, and with limited pullbacks, the market set itself up for a proper assault on the psychologically key 2,000 level. Unlike the failed attempts at 25,000 in BTC, with an actual catalyst in place and no top-heavy supply from miners, 2k was in fact pierced. Genesis derivatives desk saw substantial 2-way flows at the highs, both in terms of spot and vol, and we hit a new franchise volume record, trading 1,336,000 units of ETH options on Deribit in August, ranking first globally in a month where ETH options volume rivaled that of BTC.

4 Deribit official statistics provided to exchange market makers, as of 5 September, 2022; www.deribit.com
It is not surprising that with the push to a cyclical post crisis ETH/USD peak occurring in August, to a large extent, the market had by and large prepositioned for the merge well ahead of the mid-September event date. As such, our participation in global exchange traded ETH options volumes declined by 45% month on month as the quarter ended.

OTC engagement remained, however, robust, with >100,000 units of ETH options in direct bilateral trades with our core client base in the September 9th - 16th period. Yet for all the turnover in the eight-week leadup to the event in which ETH at one point had rallied over 80%, the success of the merge was rapidly discounted in two contradictory yet complementary ways:

1. The collapse in vol adjusted for the substantial reduction in risk premium ascribed to holding ETH; both crash insurance and bullish optionality outlived their usefulness, and the potential for idiosyncratic variance was rationally priced out of the market.

2. The concurrent decline in spot ETH/USD was, however, in deference to the dreadful outlook for risk and especially growth assets for which, at least up through mid-September, ETH had been traded as a correlative proxy. Even though, post-merge, ETH is conceivably a more attractive asset with better fundamentals, those were not sufficient to justify higher prices in the face of broader considerations. The tremendous technological accomplishment that was the merge could not hold a
candle to soaring bond yields, crashing foreign exchange rates, the moribund trajectory of once high-flying tech stocks, and the plethora of macroeconomic headwinds.

Conclusion

Heading into the fourth quarter, the cryptocurrency market is lacking directional momentum as participants are taking stock after a beleaguered summer of endless negative headlines. Bitcoin listed options open interest has declined by over 65% from a ~$15B high claimed in Q4 2021. ETH options however saw a new high in activity this quarter as sizeable bets and hedges were placed ahead of the merge. ETH ‘flippened’ BTC’s listed OI (‘open interest’) as it topped $8B in August only to match BTC at $5B to end of the quarter, an occurrence in which the Genesis Derivatives desk played a principal role both on and off exchange.
As the global economy sputters amidst the swiftest pace of interest rate hikes by the Fed in recent history, the probability of a sustained rally in crypto has been heavily discounted, both in terms of option pricing and market sentiment. While Genesis expects the derivatives market to continue to grow, previous highs in open interest may not be topped until market psychology takes a decisive turn. In particular, futures markets are currently pricing in expectations of the first fed funds rate cut to come at the end of 2023, with some Fed officials jawboning against the prospect of any ease in the year ahead, further pressuring risk assets.

While such a pivot - whenever it may come - is not necessarily the only bullish scenario for crypto, it is the easiest to envision yet also far from immediate. Genesis remains prepared for a sustained crypto winter in light of such powerful macro headwinds. Bitcoin’s apparent stability at the 20,000 level may be tested if global risk assets enter a phase of more disorderly declines or indeed if the perpetual motion machine of options sales and collapsing realized vol can somehow reverse itself. At the time of writing, crypto volatility has finally found its footing after plunging to cyclical lows, suggesting that the pervasive degree of both apathy and complacency may actually portend a less tranquil quarter ahead. Regardless, as things shake out, we will continue to provide reliable options markets for our clients and patiently await the nigh-on inevitable recovery of animal spirits and a hoped-for next bull market.
### Derivatives Market Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>07/01/22</th>
<th>09/30/22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTCV1m</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTCV3m</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHV1m</td>
<td>113%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHV3m</td>
<td>111%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC 25d RR 1m</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETH 25d RR 1m</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC 15d Bfly 3m</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETH 10d Bfly 3m</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Genesis internal data*
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